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It’s thirty years in the future. In the Boston Minutemen locker room, Street Football League quarterback T.K.
Mann prepares himself for the biggest, riskiest, most dangerous game of his life. At the age of thirty-four,
T.K. is the oldest player in the ultraviolent sport of Professional Street Football, a phenomenally popular
twenty-four-hour-long athletic event combining pro football with mixed martial arts and armed combat.

From its outlaw beginnings as a gang game played on urban streets, the SFL has rapidly risen to become the
nation’s most popular spectator sport. On every Sunday, armed and deadly players on SFL teams main and
murder one another in front of huge television audiences. The International Broadcasting Company, the
network that owns exclusive telecasting rights to SFL games, is not satisfied. The network wants more
viewers, more team merchandise sales, more advertisers, more profits. To get that, they need to give the fans
what they want, -- more violence and more death.

Even at his relatively advanced age, T.K. is still mentally sharp, still quick, still able to play the game at the
highest level. But he’s old school, inclined to show mercy to injured and vanquished foes. He’s not
bloodthirsty enough to please IBC. He’s not the modern-day stone cold killer IBC wants for a marquee SFL
player.

Pierce Spencer, arrogant, autocratic, ruthless IBC President, dreams up an ingenious scheme. He
manufactures a season-long personal rivalry between T.K. and Harv Matision, the San Francisco
Prospectors’ young, tough, inner-city-bred quarterback. Matision is heartless, mean, and viciously
murderous, IBC’s ideal star athlete.

IBC’s manipulations have all been designed to lead up to this final championship game, Mann against
Matision, may the better man live. Pierce Spencer and his IBC cronies aren’t taking chances. They know the
game’s outcome even before it begins. IBC plans to insure that this is T.K.’s final game.

In the locker room, T.K. and his teammates go through the intensely personal rituals of men preparing to face
death. Some listen to jarring rock music. Some shoot themselves up with painkillers or speed. Some, like
T.K., operating under the theory that you can never be too prepared, go over their playbooks one last time.
The time comes to suit up. Each player dons his lightweight body armor. Player by player they pass by the
team armourer who gives each player his standard equipment, a long knife, a club, a bolo, a javelin, and to
one player, a rifle. The players head for the street.

The league’s championship game is being played this year In Boston, on a six block by eight block section of
the downtown city. Everybody who lives there has been temporarily relocated. The two teams come out onto
the eerily silent street. The Minutemen, with T.K. at the helm, and their opponents, the Harv Matision-led
Prospectors, line up at the intersection of Myrtle and Garden. At the stroke of twelve midnight, the
Minutemen kick off.

The season’s championship game begins; the game known by street football fans around the country simply
and accurately as……Killerbowl!

This is the first novel by Gary K. Wolf, famed creator of Roger Rabbit.
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From reader reviews:

Roger Bennett:

This Killerbowl book is not really ordinary book, you have it then the world is in your hands. The benefit
you will get by reading this book is definitely information inside this book incredible fresh, you will get info
which is getting deeper a person read a lot of information you will get. This kind of Killerbowl without we
know teach the one who reading it become critical in imagining and analyzing. Don't always be worry
Killerbowl can bring if you are and not make your bag space or bookshelves' grow to be full because you can
have it in the lovely laptop even cell phone. This Killerbowl having fine arrangement in word as well as
layout, so you will not experience uninterested in reading.

Richard Freed:

Are you kind of hectic person, only have 10 or even 15 minute in your moment to upgrading your mind
ability or thinking skill possibly analytical thinking? Then you are receiving problem with the book
compared to can satisfy your short time to read it because this all time you only find publication that need
more time to be examine. Killerbowl can be your answer given it can be read by anyone who have those
short spare time problems.

Agatha Roughton:

In this period globalization it is important to someone to receive information. The information will make
anyone to understand the condition of the world. The health of the world makes the information easier to
share. You can find a lot of referrals to get information example: internet, newspapers, book, and soon. You
can see that now, a lot of publisher that print many kinds of book. The particular book that recommended to
your account is Killerbowl this book consist a lot of the information with the condition of this world now.
This kind of book was represented just how can the world has grown up. The words styles that writer require
to explain it is easy to understand. The actual writer made some investigation when he makes this book. This
is why this book suitable all of you.

Michael Marchant:

What is your hobby? Have you heard which question when you got pupils? We believe that that query was
given by teacher for their students. Many kinds of hobby, Everyone has different hobby. Therefore you know
that little person just like reading or as examining become their hobby. You must know that reading is very
important along with book as to be the factor. Book is important thing to increase you knowledge, except
your own personal teacher or lecturer. You see good news or update with regards to something by book.
Different categories of books that can you choose to use be your object. One of them are these claims
Killerbowl.
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